DAY / TIME

THEMATIC WORKSHOPS

Registration mandatory - limited number of participants

DECEMBER 11

09:30-10:30  Marketing research experience and skills - Using my-docpro.org (ABG)
11:00-12:00  European job application: CV writing (ABG)
14:00-15:00  Preparing your mobility (ABG)
15:30-16:30  How to prepare for job interviews? (ABG)

DECEMBER 12

09:30-10:30  Grant writing: how to optimise your application for funding? (NCP MSCA + expert-evaluators of MSCA applications)
11:00-12:00  European job application: CV writing (ABG)
14:00-15:00  Preparing your mobility (ABG)
15:30-16:30  How to prepare for job interviews? (ABG)

INDIVIDUAL ADVISORY SESSIONS

You can benefit from a slot of 30 minutes to discuss your mobility project with a mobility or country expert.

► Registration mandatory, number of slots limited.

EXHIBITION FAIR

Meet in one place academic and industrial employers, research and mobility funding bodies, representatives of mobility facilitators… And discover all the opportunities offered by the European Research Area!

CONTACT

Bérénice Kimpe (ABG & UFA)
International cooperation & EU-projects
berenice.kimpe@abg.asso.fr
Tel.: +33 1 42 74 45 46 / +33 6 83 99 69 96

A UNIQUE EVENT DEDICATED TO RESEARCHERS’ MOBILITY AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT IN EUROPE

Cité Universitaire Internationale de Paris
Fondation Biernans-Lapôtre

Maison de la Belgique et du Luxembourg

11 and 12 December 2017
December 11

**PLENARY SESSIONS**

9:00-9:30  **Meet and greet**

9:30-10:15  **Welcome**
Consortium representatives: ABG, UFA, UFI
European Commission DG Research

10:15 –10:45  **Career opportunities in academia (flash presentations)**
Barcelona Institute of Science and Technology BIST (SP) ; Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum DKFZ (DE) ; Karolinska Institute (SUE) ; Luxembourg Institute of Health LIH (LUX) ; Luxembourg Institute of Socio-Economic Research LISER (LUX)

10:45-11:15  **Networking break**

11:15-12:30  **Research landscape in Europe (part 1)**
Science and Technology Advisor from the French Embassies (DE, NOR, Czech Republic)

12:30-13:30  **Networking lunch**

13:30-14:45  **Recruitment process and career development in academia**
Instituto Italiano di Tecnologia (IT) ; Instituto Catalán de Nanociencia y Nanotecnología ICN2 (SP) ; Luxembourg Institute of Health LIH (LUX)

14:45-16:15  **Doctoral and postdoctoral funding schemes**
DAAD (DE) ; Marie-Skłodowska-Curie Actions MSCA (EU) ; Université Franco-Allemande UFA (DE) ; Université Franco-Italienne UFI (IT)

16:15-16:45  **Networking break**

16:45-18:20  **Recruitment process in industry**
Novartis (CH) ; RTDI (SP) ; Novo Nordisk (DK)

18:30-21:30  **Apéro Doc**
- Dr Elena Crivellaro: PhD in economics - economist at OECD
- Dr Piero de Leonardis: PhD in polymers - R&D scientist at Ashland ASI (UK)
- Dr Tobias Mayer: PhD in computer sciences - postdoctoral researcher at ATOS / IRIXYS (FR/DE)
- Dr Floriane Petipas: PhD in energy & process - R&D project manager at Bouygues (FR)
- Angelica Vomera: doctoral candidate in comparative literature at University Torino and Sorbonne Paris (FR/IT)
- Dr Louisa Zanoun: PhD in international history - Senior Science and Innovation Adviser at British Embassy in Paris (FR)

December 12

**PLENARY SESSIONS**

09:00-09:30  **Meet and greet**

09:30-11:00  **Mobility challenges and employers’ best practice**
Eurodoc (EU) ; Euraxess (EU) ; Resaver (EU) ; University of Copenhagen (DK) ; ENIC-NARIC (FR)

11:00-11:30  **Networking break**

11:30-13:00  **Career opportunities beyond academia**
- Dr Christiane Abele (PhD in Modern and Contemporary History - Project officer at RFIEA)
- Dr Margarete Remmert-Rieper (PhD in chemistry - International Cooperation at Tutech)
- Ass. Prof. Olivier Schmitt (on working for international organisations)
- Dr Caroline Zaoui (PhD in Biomicrobiology - Founder and CEO of NovoBiom)
- Dr Déborah Zyss (PhD in Molecular Biology - Project manager at ANR)

13:00-14:00  **Networking lunch**

14:00-14:45  **Research landscape in Europe (part 2)**
Science and Technology Advisor from the French Embassies (GB) ; Service Public Wallonie SPW (BE)

14:45-16:15  **Public-private partnerships as a starting point for researchers’ career development**
LIST/GoodYear (LUX) ; ATOS ; ANRT (FR)

16:15-16:45  **Networking break**

16:45-18:15  **Doctoral and postdoctoral funding schemes**
fund.it (SHS) ; Royal Society (UK) ; FNRS (BE) ; EIT InnoEnergy (EU) ; MAEDI (bilateral programmes)

18:15-21:30  **Conclusion**

---

On the following page, check the programme for thematic workshops, individual advisory sessions and exhibition fair